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About This Game

On its 5th anniversary, Ninja Senki leaps from the shadows onto Steam to become Ninja Senki DX! When Princess Kinuhime is
slain by a demon, Hayate becomes obsessed with revenge! Casting aside the art of invisibility, the blue ninja unleashes the
power of shurikenjutsu upon mythological creatures, demons and other adversaries in his action-filled quest for vengeance!

Fight your way through 16 deadly scenes!

Discover multiple endings!

Remixed soundtrack by Patrice Bourgeault
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Test your speedrun and superplayer abilities with a brand-new Challenge mode!

Unlock 2 secret modes!

Supports achievements

Supports Steam Leaderboards
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Title: Ninja Senki DX
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Tribute Games Inc.
Publisher:
Tribute Games Inc.
Release Date: 23 Feb, 2016

 a09c17d780 

English,French
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I saw a fat russian guy in pixel style

10\/10 would rush B again!. fun game it is quick to learn and hard to master. This is the second Choice of Games title I played
after A Study in Steampunk.

Because of how much I loved that previous game, and because of the interesting premise for this one, I was really excited to try
this.

But I'm joining the "this is a big, boring letdown" club.". An old school game. Fun to play when you are bored...
Not bad
3/5. ing♥♥♥♥♥♥of♥♥♥♥♥fuking♥♥♥♥♥with♥♥♥♥♥
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This is a decent VR demo, which illustrates how VR can convey scale so much better than a normal screen. However, the
explorable areas are tiny (maybe 50x50 metres) and the gameplay is more or less nil.

As a demo this should be 1/3rd the price it is.

For a real game which demonstrates scale Elite Dangerous would be a better bet. It is a great game with a lot of opportunities.
The game nicely mixes mythology and history with simple but complicated farming adventure.

Anyone who plays the game should know that the game is still in early access. It will be developed well. And the bugs will surely
be fixed.. Very entertaining, pretty art & good story, As always, from Artifex Mundi.

Do i need to say more?. Obviously a bit dated, but my daughter aged 5 really enjoyed it. No time pressure and good puzzles for
a kid that age.. Bots are unnecessarily difficult and some events have buggy controls. The idea behind the game and all sound
exciting and similar to Football Manager 19 which i also enjoy playing. So with hockey being my favorite sport and thinking it
would be close to how FM19 plays out i was all in. Yes some things are similar and work the same as in FM19 but the part i was
excited about in watching my team perform on the ice wasn't there. Just simply watching a stats screen. SO if you enjoying just
watching stats all game then this is perfect. Maybe if they can allow you to watch your team play i can recommend this then,
until then, this is a no from me. good game. one thing i didnt like is the arraiving aircrafts chose runaway and land without
premission.

also i like to see more options like "enter downwind" "enter base" and such on. Just horrible gameplay. Laggy even though
nobody plays this. Waste of money.. This is a simple yet very enjoyable game. Anyone interest in sailing ship navel battles will
thoroughly enjoy this game. All ages (meaning I think kids and adults will like it).. Lots and lots of ways to skin tihis cat
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